
 

 
Riddle 1 
 
It is always cold even when it’s hot outside 
It has 2 doors, one above the other or side by side 
  
It keeps our food from getting bad and decay 
Whenever you close it, its lights turn off, or do they?  

 
Riddle 2 
 
You use it when you feel dreamy, or sometimes when you feel sad 
You can lay your tired body and rest your little head 
 
White sheets are comfy and soft, a puffy pillow is like a cloud 
It's where you must whisper, but loud snores are also allowed 

 
Riddle 3 
 
It's not a show, movie, or game,  
But it’s a great way to spend time, all the same. 
  
Characters, plots, twists, it's all here.  
Laughter, sadness, thrill and even fear. 

 
Riddle 4 
 
One side moves another stuck to the wall 
Sometimes you find it next to a room, sometime next to a hall 
 
It has a handle in its middle 
I got nothing more to say about this riddle 

 
Riddle 5 
 
It has legs but it’s not a person or a pet 
Sometimes it will have arms, or it might be flat 
 
It gives you rest, some place to land 
If it wasn’t there, you’d have to stand 

 
Riddle 6 
 
You may not notice it, but it is there on the ground 
You can choose to step on it or just walk around 
 
Is it round? Square? With patterns? Blue or green?   
It can be there for beauty or keep the floor clean 

Congratulations!!!  

You solved all the riddles, and you won the game! 

Dear Game Master 
 
Follow these steps carefully and make sure no one of the game participants sees you. 

1. Cut down the riddles along the lines. 
2. Fold each note 
3. Hide the notes in these places: 

➢ Riddle 1 – Hand it to the players when you want to begin the game 
➢ Riddle 2 – Hide it near a Refrigerator 
➢ Riddle 3 – Hide it near a Bed 
➢ Riddle 4 – Hide it near the place you keep books, like a book shelf or bookcase 
➢ Riddle 5 – Hide it near one of the doors in the house 
➢ Riddle 6 – Hide it near one of the chairs in the house 
➢ Congratulations note - Hide it under a carpet or a rug 

 
 

Game Master’s cheat sheet  :) 
 
Don’t show it to the participants! 
 
➢ Riddle 1 answer – Refrigerator 
➢ Riddle 2 answer – Bed 
➢ Riddle 3 answer – Books 
➢ Riddle 4 answer – Door 
➢ Riddle 5 answer – Chair 
➢ Riddle 6 answer – Carpet 


